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“War: A massacre of people who don’t know each other for the proﬁt of people who know
each other but don’t massacre each other” – (Paul Valéry)
A nation and a world transformed
Until recently, historians have looked at the past essentially through Eurocentric or Westerncentric lens. Their worldview has therefore been heavily centered on and biased towards
Western civilization, chieﬂy in the form of apologetic stances and narratives with regard to
colonialism and imperialism.
However, globalization has considerably altered scholars’ approach to history, and it’s no
longer possible to study nations in isolation or to understand global history as emanating
exclusively from the West.
That’s why a new discipline called “Global history” emerged in the 1980’s as a dynamic,
innovative and productive ﬁeld of scholarly inquiry, one that takes the connectedness of the
world as its point of departure, and the world’s past as an integrated whole. Such an
evolution obviously poses a fundamental challenge to the premises and methods of the
henceforth outmoded and, often, truncated or insular Western-centric perspective.
A case in point in this respect is the story of 9/11 in relation to the so-called “Islamist” or
even “Islamic” terrorism.
In the words of Mark LeVine[2], on September 11, 2001, a clash of civilizations that had been
brewing for decades ﬁnally erupted, splitting the world in two. On one side, the forces of
Good, a coalition of the willing committed to promoting liberty and combating terror
wherever it appears. On the other, the Axis of Evil, an unholy alliance of religious extremists
who hate freedom and are prepared to go to any lengths to suppress it. United only by their
mutual hatred and incomprehension, the West and the Muslim world can never be
reconciled with one another. The end of history has come, and it is time to choose sides.
You’re either with us, or you’re against us. This is, LeVine explains, at least what “they want
us to think”.
In fact, on 22 July, 2004, ten commissioners—ﬁve Republicans and ﬁve Democrats—came
together to present “without dissent” the narrative of their oﬃcial report on that story and
the recommendations that ﬂow from it to the President of the United States, the Congress,
and the American people for their consideration. They stated that :
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“At 8:46 on the morning of September 11, 2001, the United States became a
nation transformed (…) More than 2,600 people died at the World Trade
Center, 125 died at the Pentagon, 256 died on the four planes. The death toll
surpassed that of Pearl Harbor in December 1941. This immeasurable pain was
inﬂicted by 19 young Arabs acting at the behest of Islamic extremists
headquartered in distant Afghanistan”.
They also said that
“the enemy is not just ‘terrorism’. It is the threat posed speciﬁcally by Islamist
terrorism, by Bin Laden and others who draw on a long tradition of extreme
intolerance within a minority strain of Islam that does not distinguish politics
from religion, and distorts both (…) Thus our strategy must match our means
to two ends: dismantling the al Qaeda network and, in the long term, prevailing
over the ideology that contributes to Islamist terrorism”.

Four years after the publication of this report, Philip Shenon, a veteran investigative reporter
at The New York Times, wrote a book[3] in which he investigated the 9/11 investigators.
Among other ﬁndings, he revealed: stunning shortcomings in the Commission’s work; who
inﬂuenced its ﬁndings; how political considerations interfered; and what didn’t make into the
ﬁnal report. Among other discoveries he made : how the executive director of the
Commission, Philip Zelikov, maintained a clandestine relationship with Karl Rove and took
actions that were seen as shielding President G. W. Bush and Condoleezza Rice from the
panel’s scrutiny ; how Vice President Dick Cheney tried to pressure the Commission to
change its assessment of his actions on 9/11 ; how the Commission was used to justify the
invasion of Iraq ; and, most importantly , how the events of 9/11 could have been avoided
and why the Commission could not tell the whole story.
Back in 1947, historian Charles Beard said that the foreign policy of Presidents Roosevelt
and Truman could best be described as “perpetual war for perpetual peace”. Borrowing
from Beard’s phrase for the title of his book[4] published in 2002, Gore Vidal claimed that
“ﬁfty years ago, Harry Truman replaced the old republic with a national-security state whose
sole purpose is to wage perpetual wars, hot, cold, and tepid (…) Although we stigmatize
other societies as rogue states, we ourselves have become the largest rogue state of all. We
honor no treaties. We spurn international courts. We strike unilaterally wherever we choose.
We give orders to the United Nations but do not pay our dues. We complain of terrorism, yet
our empire is now the greatest terrorist of all. We bomb, invade, subvert other states.
Although We the people of the United States are the sole source of legitimate authority in
this land, we are no longer represented in Congress Assembled. Our Congress has been
hijacked by corporate America and its enforcer, the imperial military machine. We the
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unrepresented people of the United States are as much victims of this militarized
government as the Panamanians, Iraqis, or Somalians. We have allowed our institutions to
be taken over in the name of a globalized American Empire that is totally alien in concept to
anything our founders had in mind”.
Narrative vs. facts
More than sixteen years after the 9/11 events, the oﬃcial narrative of such a sophisticated
and ruthless act of terrorism, which constituted a watershed in American and world history,
is still debated and questioned by many, both in the United States and overseas.
So is the case, for instance, according to the results of a poll conducted by the Wilkinson
College of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences, titled “The Chapman University Survey on
American Fears Wave 3”, published in October 2016. It consisted of questions about levels
of belief in nine diﬀerent popular conspiracies/conspiracy theories. Thus, the most prevalent
conspiracy theory in the United States (54.3% of the sample) is that “the government is
concealing information about 9/11 attacks with slightly over half of Americans holding that
belief”. The survey also found strong evidence that “the United States is a strongly
conspirational society”. Only about a fourth of Americans (26%) disagreed or strongly
disagreed with all nine conspiracy theories. The remaining three-fourths (74%) of the
population ﬁnds at least one conspiracy theory somewhat convincing; if not more than one.
Fully 10% of the sample agreed or strongly agreed with all nine conspiracies.
Surveys like this one and other studies do not seem, however, to have had any resonance
with opinion makers in the US and, in a lesser extent, elsewhere. Their certainties are set in
stone, no matter what:
“There is war on. And the war is against all of Western civilization (…) If we do
not destroy the scourge of radical Islam, it will ultimately destroy Western
civilization (…) Political correctness of not discriminating against Muslims is
getting us killed”.
The quote is from Kathleen Troia McDonald Farland, a former Deputy National Security
Adviser to US President Donald Trump, whose renomination as ambassador to Singapore
was sent to the Senate for conﬁrmation as recently announced by the White House. Both
her attitude and new appointment—endorsed by among others, Cold War veteran Henry
Kissinger, for whom she worked in the 1970’s—come as no surprise. The would-be
ambassador has worked in the Nixon, Ford, and Reagan administrations. In the latter
administration, she worked as a speech writer to then Defense Secretary Casper
Weinberger, whose 1984 “Weinberger Doctrine” laid out guidelines for circumstances in
which the US should become involved in military operations overseas, and is echoed in the
Trump administration’s “peace through strength” approach.
However, what is somewhat surprising is the kind of troubling and confusing discourse such
as renowned journalist and author Fareed Zakaria’s—the son of an Indian politician and
Islamic theologian. In an article titled “Why they hate us”[5], he wrote “The next time you
hear of a terror attack—no matter where it is, no matter what the circumstances—you will
likely think to yourself ‘It’s Muslims again’. And you will probably be right (…) That’s crucial
to understand because it sheds light on the question ‘Why do they hate us?’ Islamic
terrorists don’t just hate America or the West. They hate the modern world, and they
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particularly hate Muslims who are trying to live in the modern world”.
No wonder with such a dominant perception to come across an opinion like the one written
by Thomas L. Friedman in October 2017, in the wake of the mass murder committed by an
American citizen killer, armed to the teeth with military-style weapons acquired easily and
legally because of “crazy lax gun laws”. Right from the outset, Friedman lamented “If only
Stephen Paddock had been a Muslim. If only he had shouted ‘Allahu Akbar’ before he
opened ﬁre on all those concertgoers in Las Vegas. If only he had been a member of ISIS. If
only he had a picture of him posing with a Quran in one hand and his semiautomatic riﬂe in
another (…) Then we know what we’d be doing. We’d be scheduling immediate hearing in
Congress about the worst domestic terrorism event since 9/11”!

Now, how if we looked at the whole story of 9/11 and its aftermath through a “Global
historian’s” lens, one that goes beyond the stereotypes and below of the radar of the allpervasive, all-powerful Western mainstream media? The narrative would most likely go
along the following lines.
During the past 200 years, no “Arab country” has ever attacked the West. How could it have
been otherwise? About ﬁve hundred years ago, beginning with the Spanish and Portuguese,
and thanks to its technological superiority, the West launched an ever-expanding process of
military dominance and, later on, colonization.
Indeed, between 1492—which coincides with the end of the Arab rule in Andalusian Spain—
and 1914, Europeans conquered 84% of the globe. They further extended their global reach
after WWI, by dismantling the defeated Ottoman Empire and parceling out its Muslim
provinces among the victorious powers. As a result, none of the great groups of Islam
–outside Africa and the Dutch East Indies—was under the form of government that prevailed
when the war began. In other words, 85% of the Muslims at that time (numbering in all 240
million) or six out of every seven living Muslims were ruled by Western powers.
In a convincingly argued book he wrote in 2015, combining wide reading, judicious use of
data, and economic models, Philip T. Hoﬀman, who is Professor of Business Economics and
History at the California Institute of Technology, asks the important question “Why did
Europe conquer the World?” He demonstrates that conventional explanations—such as
geography, epidemic disease, and the Industrial Revolution—fail to provide the right
answers. Hoﬀman’s short answer to the question is that by ﬁghting constant wars with each
other—using gunpowder as a distinctive and decisive military technology—and never
allowing a single hegemon to emerge, Western polities had greater and radically diﬀerent
incentives and opportunities compared to their counterparts elsewhere. This peculiar
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historical feature drove them to make and win wars.
Samuel Huntington, before Hoﬀman, did make the same argument—but is bizarrely seldom
quoted on saying it—when he asserted that “The West won the world not by the superiority
of its ideas or values or religion (to which few members of other civilizations were
converted) but rather by its superiority in applying organized violence. Westerners often
forget this fact; non-Westerners never do”.[6] He also warned that “to preserve Western
civilization in the face of declining Western power, it is in the interest of the United States
and European countries (…) to recognize that Western intervention in the aﬀairs of other
civilizations is probably the single most dangerous source of instability and potential global
conﬂict in a multi-civilizational world”.[7]
It’s the economy, stupid
How does this historical retrospective relate to a subject dealing with the American
involvement in the contemporary conﬂicts of the “Greater Middle East and North Africa”?
The simple answer is to be found in the phrase coined by James Carville for Bill Clinton’s
successful 1992 presidential campaign: “It’s the economy, stupid”.
Perhaps the best, most succinct and accurate explanation for this is the one put forward in
1999 by Thomas L. Friedman. In his book on globalization[8], he says “The hidden hand of the
market will never work without a hidden ﬁst. McDonald’s cannot ﬂourish without McDonnell
Douglas (…) And the hidden ﬁst that keeps the world safe for Silicon Valley’s technologies to
ﬂourish is called the U.S. Army, Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps”.
Two years later, Andrew Bacevich explained the assumptions and purposes governing the
[9]

exercise of American global power, in a deeply informed and impressive book. Having
examined the presidencies of George H. W. Bush and Bill Clinton—and George W. Bush’s
ﬁrst year in oﬃce—he found that those post-Cold War successive administrations have
adhered to a well-deﬁned “strategy of openness”. Motivated by imperative of economic
expansion, that strategy, he says, aims to foster an open and integrated international order,
or rather a global imperium, thereby perpetuating the undisputed primacy of the world’s
sole superpower. The aggressive pursuit of such a strategic objective has met considerable
resistance however. And in order to overcome such a resistance, U.S. policymakers have
“with increasing frequency resorted to force, and military power has emerged as never
before as the preferred instrument of American statecraft, resulting in the progressive
militarization of U.S. foreign policy”.
As recalled by Antonia Juhasz[10], on September 20, 2001, U.S. Trade Representative Robert
Zoellick announced that the Bush administration would be “countering terror with trade”!
Indeed, in a Washington Post Op-Ed, he argued that “free trade” and “freedom” are
inextricably linked and that trade “promotes the values at the heart of this protracted
struggle”. And in the name of “ﬁghting terror”, he called for a series of corporate
globalization agreements—including negotiations to expand the World Trade Organization
and East Track authority[11]—which had already been a matter of serious Congressional
debate and conﬂict. And only four months later, in one of the most important State of the
Union addresses ever, President Bush repeated Zoellick’s characterization of the September
11 events as an “opportunity” and called on Congress to pass his corporate globalization
agenda, by explaining that “in this moment of opportunity, a common danger is erasing old
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rivalries (…) In every region, free markets and free trade and free societies are proving their
power to lift lives. Together with friends and allies from Europe to Asia and Africa to Latin
America, we will demonstrate that the forces of terror cannot stop the momentum of
[12]

freedom”. Juhasz concludes by saying that “the mantra, soon to be repeated in speech
after speech by President Bush and his subordinates in the buildup to war, was that this
administration would be ‘trading in freedom’. ‘Free trade’ and ‘free markets’ were
synonymous with ‘freedom’, and the United States was willing to implement this theory with
military force. It was pure imperial ambition, which the advocates of the Bush Agenda had
been waiting for decades to implement”.
Indeed, the “Global War on Terror” launched by George W. Bush following the attacks of
September 11, had a lot to do with the American economic system. This system—America’s
brand of capitalism—writes Jacques R. Pauwels[13], functions ﬁrst and foremost to make
extremely rich Americans like the Bush “money dynasty” even richer ; without warm or cold
wars, however, he adds, this system can no longer produce the expected result in the form
of the ever-higher proﬁts the moneyed and powerful of America consider as their birthright.
Pauwels argues that the great strength of American capitalism is also its great weakness,
namely it’s extremely high productivity, to which “Fordism” contributed to a large extent in
the early 20th century. It’s this high productivity that led to the chaotic disharmony between
the ever-increasing supply and the lagging demand, and ultimately to the “Great
Depression” of 1929.
In the United States the crisis only ended during, and because of, WWII. Thus “economic
demand rose spectacularly when the war which had started in Europe, and in which the USA
itself was not an active participant before 1942, allowed American industry to produce
unlimited amounts of war equipment. Between 1940 and 1945, the American state would
spend no less than 185 billion dollars on such equipment, and the military expenditures’
share of the GDP thus rose from an insigniﬁcant 1.5 per cent to approximately 40 per cent.
The main beneﬁciaries by far of this unprecedented wartime economic boom were the
country’s business people and corporations, known as “Corporate America” or “Big
business”. Between 1942 and 1945, writes the historian Stuart D. Brandes, the net proﬁts of
America’s 2,000 biggest ﬁrms were more than 40 per cent higher than during the period
1936-1939.
Nonetheless, with the return of peace in 1945, this unprecedented aﬄuent period in
America’s history was likely to be endangered by the ghost of a second “Great Depression”
resulting from yet another severe imbalance between supply and demand. This meant that
there had to be found “new enemies” and wars in order to justify the maintenance, or even
the increase, of high levels of military and defense expenditures, which are considered vital
to keep the wheels of America’s economy spinning. And so, the “Communist threat”
provided the urgently needed foe, and the “Cold War” the bountiful theatre of struggle and
competition between the then two “superpowers”, the United States and the Soviet Union.
As this situation came to an end with the collapse of the Berlin wall in 1989 and the breakup
of the Soviet Empire in 1991, the United States, or rather, “Corporate America” found itself
once again orphaned of the “necessary enemy”. Therefore, the United States, which,
according to Zbigniew Brzezinsky, became “the ﬁrst, the last, and only global superpower”,
needed to conjure up new enemies and threats.
One has to recall in this respect the resounding key point made by Georgi Arbatov to a
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group of senior American oﬃcials in 1987: “We are going to do a terrible thing to you. We
are going to deprive you of an enemy”.
It also has to be recalled that when G. W. Bush took oﬃce in 2000, he brought with him Vice
President Dick Cheney, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, and Deputy Secretary of
Defense Paul Wolfowitz, all of whom had served together in Ronald Reagan’s and G. H.
Bush’s administrations. In 1992, while he was in the Defense Department, Wolfowitz—long
recognized as the intellectual force behind a radical neoconservative fringe of the
Republican Party—was asked to write the ﬁrst draft of a new National Security Strategy, a
document entitled “The Defense Planning Guidance”.[14] The most controversial elements of
that strategy were that the United States: should dramatically increase their defense
spending; be willing to take preemptive military action; and be willing to use military force
unilaterally, with or without allies.
A new Pearl Harbor?
Out of power during the Clinton administration, Wolfowitz and his colleagues presided over
the creation, in 1997, of the Neoconservative think tank called “Project for a New American
Century” (PNAC); which was placed under the chairmanship of William Kristol, the
“Godfather” of American neoconservatism. And as soon as it was brought back to power
within the G. W. Bush’s administration in 2000, Wolfowitz’s team got involved in shaping the
U.S. neoconservative foreign policy, whose main principles were laid down in a deﬁning
document titled “Rebuilding America’s Defenses: Strategy, Forces and Resources for a New
[15]

Century”. This 90-page document was written in September of 2000, a full year before the
9/11 attacks.
Interestingly enough, in its section V entitled “Creating Tomorrow’s Dominant Force”, it
stated that “the process of transformation, even if it brings revolutionary change, is likely to
be a long one, absent some catastrophic and catalyzing event—like a new Pearl Harbor”.
One year later, that event would indeed arrive. And sixteen years later, the most important
question of “what did really happen on September 11, 2001?” remains unanswered. Was it
the result of a needed conspiracy to execute a premeditated plan? Or was it a mere
coincidence exploited by believers in conspiracy theories? Only time WILL tell. However,
what History HAS already recorded for sure is that this catastrophic 9/11 event for America
brought about equally catastrophic consequences, both intended and unintended, for
America itself, for the Arab and Islamic world, and for the entire world.
Reacting to a column[16] written by Thomas Friedman in the New York Times—in which he
says that the big challenge the United States face in the Arab and Islamic world is “the
narrative” about America’s supposedly negative role in the region—Stephen M. Walt asks
the question, “How many Muslims has the United States killed in the past thirty years, and
how many Americans have been killed by Muslims?”. He thinks that coming up with a
precise answer is probably impossible; he nevertheless gives his “back-of-the-envelope”
analysis, based on estimates he has, in his own words, “deliberately chosen to favor the
United States” by speciﬁcally taking the low estimates of Muslim fatalities. Even so, he
recognizes, the US “has killed nearly 30 Muslims for every American lost. The real ratio is
probably much higher (…) Even though we had just cause and the right intentions in some
cases [as in the ﬁrst Gulf war], our actions were indefensible (maybe even criminal) in
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others”.

The ratio Walt referred to is indeed much higher. According to a landmark study[18] released
in March 2015 by the Washington DC-based Physicians for Social Responsibility (PRS), the
death toll from 10 years of the “War on Terror” since the 9/11 attacks is at least 1.3 million,
and could be as high as 2 million. The 97-page report, authored by a Nobel Peace Prizewinning doctors’ interdisciplinary group, is the ﬁrst to tally up the total number of civilian
casualties from US-led interventions in Iraq, Afghanistan and Pakistan. Yet, unsurprisingly, it
has been almost completely blacked out by the English-language media. The PSR report is
described by Dr Hans Von Sponeck, former UN Assistant Secretary-general, as “a signiﬁcant
contribution to narrowing the gap between reliable estimates and tendentious, manipulated
or even fraudulent accounts”. The true body count could be even higher still…
In addition to this shocking death toll and the widespread devastation of infrastructure in so
many Arab and Muslim towns and cities that once bustled with life, the events of September
11 laid the basis for the emergence of a vicious form of Islamophobia both in the United
States and Europe in particular. This “Green Scare”—that has striking parallels with the
“Red Scare” of the Cold War—is only feeding the scourges of terrorism, violent extremism,
racism, xenophobia and, ultimately, the confrontation of all against all within a redoubtable
“Clash of Civilization”.
Former President George W. Bush was perfectly right when he declared, on September 16,
2001, that “This crusade, this war on terrorism is going to take a while”. His Secretary of
Defense, Donald Rumsfeld, was more explicit when he said that militarily, the United States
was sailing into unchartered waters. He therefore warned that “what we’re engaged in is
something that is very, very diﬀerent from World War II, Korea, Vietnam, The Gulf war,
Kosovo, Bosnia, the kinds of things that people think of when they use the word ‘war’ or
‘campaign’ or ‘conﬂict’ ”.[19] Few days later, he admonished the American people—and the
whole world, by extension—to “forget about ‘exit strategies’; we’re looking at a sustained
engagement that carries no deadlines. We have no ﬁxed rules about how to deploy our
troops”[20]. For Rumsfeld, September 11 provided “the kind of opportunities that World War II
oﬀered, to refashion the world”. And as had been the case after Pearl Harbor in 1941, the
chance to retaliate, Andrew Bacevich observed, “carried with it the chance to rectify. Thus,
the code name that the Pentagon initially chose for its war against al Qaeda—scrapped only
after complaints that it verged on being blasphemous—was Operation Inﬁnite Justice”[21].
This war, like all other unjust wars—to borrow from George Orwell—was not meant to be
won; it was meant to be continuous, in order to proﬁt those who pull the strings of conﬂicts
of this kind. And the ﬂames of its ﬁre, ignited in October 2001 with the invasion of
Afghanistan, are still fanning. They are even spreading ﬁercely. Thus, between October
2015 and October 2017, the US “fought terror” in 76 countries, or 39% of the total number
of countries in the world, according to data contained in Brown University’s latest “Costs of
War” Project.[22] It is already the longest war in American history. And it’s not going to end
until the American people stops believing its false narrative and the lies that have given
birth to it.
It’s high time for such a salutary paradigm shift. One that—to paraphrase Mark LeVine
again—radically challenges the assumptions and prejudices that have long been taken for
granted by both liberals and conservatives in the United States; one that would help prevent
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Western and Muslim fundamentalists alike from exerting a noxious inﬂuence on their
respective societies; one that calls into question the familiar “Why do Muslims hate US?”
and replaces it with the unfamiliar “What if THEY don’t?”, or even “Why do Westerners hate
Muslims?”.
In the meantime, this horrendous, unending, and, most importantly, unwinnable war has
cost the United States dearly. Not only in terms of needless sacriﬁce of blood and treasure,
as documented by scores of recent reports and studies, but also in geopolitical and moral
terms. For the US has lost its primacy in the “New American Century” according to the
Pentagon itself, and few in the world continue to give credit to a feckless moralizing by an
“indispensable nation” whose successive governments preach peace while waging wars to
end all peace…
This post-Cold War and post-9/11 watershed change in the status of the US superpower, and
[23]

what it means for the “World to come”

will be the main topic of a forthcoming analysis.

*
This article was originally published on The Saker.
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